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Abstract
We treated two patients with severe respiratory failure due to coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19). Case 1 was a 73-year-old
woman, and Case 2 was a 65-year-old-man. Neither of them had a history of autoimmune disease. Chest computed tomography
scans before the antiviral therapy showed bilateral multiple patchy ground-glass opacities (GGO) consistent with COVID-19
pneumonia. The GGO regressed over the course of the antiviral treatment; however, new non-segmental patchy consolidations
emerged, which resembled those of interstitial lung disease (ILD), specifically collagen vascular disease-associated ILD. We
tested the patients’ sera for autoantibodies and discovered that both patients had high anti-SSA/Ro antibody titers. In Case 1, the
patient recovered with antiviral therapy alone. However, in Case 2, the patient did not improve with antiviral therapy alone but
responded well to corticosteroid therapy (methylprednisolone) and made a full recovery. The relationship between some immu-
nological responses and COVID-19 pneumonia exacerbation has been discussed previously; our discovery of the elevation of
anti-SSA/Ro antibodies suggests a contribution from autoimmunity functions of the immune system. Although it is unclear
whether the elevation of anti-SSA/Ro antibodies was a cause or an outcome of aggravated COVID-19 pneumonia, we hypoth-
esize that both patients developed aggravated the COVID-19 pneumonia due to an autoimmune response. In COVID-19 lung
injury, there may be a presence of autoimmunity factors in addition to the known effects of cytokine storms. In patients with
COVID-19, a high level of anti-SSA/Ro52 antibodies may be a surrogate marker of pneumonia severity and poor prognosis.
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Introduction

Since December 2019, the world has been confronted with the
emergence of the novel coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-

19) pandemic caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). As of July 25, 2020,
15,581,009 cases were reported, including 635,173 deaths in
216 countries [1]. To date, our hospital in Kyoto, Japan, has
admitted 25 patients with confirmed COVID-19. This report
describes two patients with severe respiratory failure due to
COVID-19 that was associated with high levels of serum anti-
SSA/Ro antibodies, a type of antinuclear autoantibody that is
associated with many autoimmune diseases.

Case reports

Case 1

A 78-year-old woman without a significant medical history
presented to our emergency department with a fever and a
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productive cough. Her vital signs were body temperature
38.0 °C, blood pressure 138/87 mmHg, heart rate 86/min,
and oxygen saturation 98% on ambient air. The findings on
physical examination were unremarkable. Her laboratory tests
revealed the following: white blood cell (WBC) count,
6080 cells/μL; lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), 322 U/L; and
C-reactive protein (CRP), 15.20 mg/dL. A chest computed
tomography (CT) scan revealed bilateral multiple patchy
ground-glass opacities (GGO) adjacent to the pleura
(Fig. 1a). Because COVID-19 was strongly suspected, she
was admitted to an isolation room. After obtaining a nasal
swab specimen for polymerase chain reaction (PCR) testing
for SARS-CoV-2, we started antimicrobial therapy with cef-
triaxone and azithromycin. On the next day, her PCR test
result was reported positive, so she was enrolled in a clinical
trial, and was treated with favipiravir and ciclesonide combi-
nation antiviral therapy. However, her high fever continued
and her respiratory condition gradually deteriorated, and oxy-
gen inhalation became necessary on Day 3. On Day 4, her
respiratory condition suddenly deteriorated further and her
fever rose to 40.1 °C. Because she had specified that she did
not want any attempt at resuscitation, we continued to supply
the maximum possible oxygen with a reservoir facemask;
however, her oxygen saturation remained < 90%. Although
her condition remained severe, we continued antiviral therapy
and she gradually responded to the treatment. She was weaned
from supplementary oxygen administration on Day 14.
SARS-CoV-2 PCR tests performed on Days 18 and 19 were
both negative, indicating that she had recovered from SARS-
CoV-2 infection. A chest CT scan on Day 21 showed that the
initial GGO had disappeared but revealed new bilateral non-
segmental patchy consolidations and the subpleural curvilin-
ear shadows at the lower field of her right lung (Fig. 1b).
Based on these findings, we considered a possible diagnosis
of secondary interstitial lung disease (ILD), specifically colla-
gen vascular disease-associated ILD, and on Day 22 we con-
ducted tests for serum autoantibodies. The results are shown
in Table 1. Even though she had no symptoms of collagen
vascular disease, her anti-SSA/Ro antibody level was 203 U/
mL. After her full recovery, she was discharged on Day 23,
without sequelae.

Case 2

A 65-year-old man with a history of hypertension was
transported via ambulance to a nearby hospital complaining
of dyspnea. In the emergency department, his oxygen satura-
tion on ambient air was 79% and his laboratory tests were
WBC count 8500/mm3, LDH 501 U/L, and CRP 10.44 mg/
dL. An arterial blood gas analysis with the administration of
6 L/min of oxygen revealed pH 7.505, pCO2 34.5 mmHg, and
pO2 53.7 mmHg. A chest CT revealed bilateral multiple
patchy GGO adjacent to the pleura suggestive of COVID-19

pneumonia (Fig. 2a). Because of the severity of his respiratory
condition, he was intubated and mechanical ventilation and
treatment with meropenem were initiated. On the next day his
SARS-CoV-2 PCR test result, performed using a nasal swab
specimen, was reported positive. His respiratory condition
continued to deteriorate; on Day 5, he was transferred to our
hospital for more advanced medical care. On arrival, the ven-
tilator was set to Assist-Control ventilation plus volume guar-
antee mode (tidal volume, 450 mL); respiratory rate 25 /min,
fraction of inspiratory oxygen (FiO2) 0.8, and positive end-
expiratory pressure (PEEP) 12 cmH2O. We immediately
started empirical antiviral therapy with favipiravir, nafamostat
mesylate, and hydroxychloroquine. He gradually responded
to treatment, and his laboratory test results improved.
Although his respiratory status improved, he still required
mechanical ventilation. SARS-CoV-2 PCR tests of respiratory
secretions on Days 8 and 11 were both negative. However, his
CRP remained high (5.71 mg/dL) and his interleukin-6 (IL-6)
rose to 109.2 pg/mL (normal range < 4.0 pg/mL) on Day 12.
These results suggested that he had recovered from SARS-
CoV-2 infection, but some inflammatory reaction remained
in his lungs, which interrupted the weaning from the ventila-
tor. A chest CT scan on Day 12 revealed that the initial lesions
had regressed, but new subpleural reticulations and consolida-
tions reminiscent of organizing pneumonia (OP) had appeared
(Fig. 2b). From these findings, we suspected the presence of
secondary ILD, particularly collagen vascular disease-
associated ILD, conducted tests for serum autoantibodies.
The results are shown in Table 1. Even though he had no
history or symptoms of collagen vascular disease, his anti-
SSA/Ro antibody level was 442 U/mL. We speculated that
some immunological mechanism caused by viral infection
could have led to his OP-like lung disease, and decided to
use corticosteroid for further management. Intravenous meth-
ylprednisolone was initiated at a dose of 80 mg for 3 days on
Day 12, followed by a dose of 40 mg for the following 3 days.
His respiratory condition improved dramatically in response
to the methylprednisolone treatment. Even though tracheoto-
my was necessary because of long-term intubation manage-
ment, it was possible to discontinue oxygen administration on
Day 17, and he was transferred back to the previous hospital.
His chest CT scan before transfer showed that the subpleural
reticulations and consolidations had improved (Fig. 2c).

Discussion

Both patients experienced a rapid deterioration of their respi-
ratory condition that met the Berlin definition of acute respi-
ratory distress syndrome (ARDS). COVID-19-associated
ARDS may be induced by a cytokine storm, mainly by IL-6,
an excessive immune defense response, and is usually fatal.
SARS-CoV-2 infection can activate NF-kB and STAT3
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pathways and lead to hyper-activation of IL-6 signaling [2].
IL-6 is a multifunctional cytokine, identified as a T cell–
derived cytokine that acts on B cells to induce antibody pro-
duction, and is involved in the pathogenesis of many autoim-
mune and inflammatory diseases [3]. In patients with SARS-
CoV, which is genetically similar to SARS-CoV-2, SARS-
CoV antigen has been shown to cross-react with autoanti-
bodies from patients with autoimmune diseases [4]. Based
on this background knowledge and the clinical course of the
disease in both patients, we presumed that the aggravation of
COVID-19 pneumonia was related to an autoimmune re-
sponse and tested both patients for serum autoantibodies to
investigate autoimmune characteristics of severe COVID-19
pneumonia. Both patients had high serum levels of anti-SSA/
Ro antibodies. Autoantibodies directed against SSA/Ro
autoantigens were originally identified in patients with
Sjögren’s syndrome, but these antibodies are now recognized
as non-organ-specific and non-disease-specific. One report
showed that 60% of the individuals who have anti-SSA/Ro
antibodies were clinically healthy [5]. There are two types of
SSA/Ro autoantigens with different molecular weights: Ro52

antigens (52 kDa) and Ro60 antigens (60 kDa) [6]. We were
unable to test for autoantibodies in our hospital and, as outside
laboratories do not accept specimens from patients with
COVID-19, we were unable to have our patients tested until
they were confirmed as SARS-CoV-2 RNA-negative on PCR.
The outside laboratory measured Ro52 and Ro60 antibodies
together, so we were unable to determine each value separate-
ly. In patients with collagen vascular disease, the presence of
anti-SSA/Ro52 antibodies is associated with ILD. In patients
with Sjögren’s syndrome, the risk of developing ILD is higher
if anti-SSA/Ro52 antibodies are present [7], and in patients
with polymyositis and dermatomyositis, the level of anti-SSA/
Ro52 autoantibodies is strongly associated with the severity of
ILD and prognosis [8]. We consider that the lung pathophys-
iology of our two patients resembled collagen vascular
disease-associated ILD based on their CT scan findings after
antiviral treatment and elevated serum autoantibodies.
Furthermore, in Case 2, the responsiveness of his lung condi-
tion to steroids is also consistent with collagen vascular
disease-associated ILD. Therefore, we hypothesize that in pa-
tients with COVID-19, a high level of anti-SSA/Ro52

Table 1 Serum autoantibodies in COVID-19 patients after the onset of suspected interstitial lung disease

Case 1 Case 2 Normal range

Antinuclear antibodies (ANA) 80 < 40 < 40 (titer)
Homogenous pattern 40 < 40

Speckled pattern 80 < 40

Nucleolar pattern < 40 < 40

Peripheral pattern < 40 < 40

Discrete speckled or centromere pattern < 40 < 40

Cytoplasmic pattern 40 < 40

Anti-single-stranded DNA antibodies
(anti-ss-DNA antibodies)

18 < 10 < 25 AU/mL

Anti-double-stranded DNA antibodies
(anti-ds-DNA antibodies)

< 10 < 10 < 12 IU/mL

Anti-U1-RNP antibodies < 2.0 < 2.0 < 10 U/mL

Anti-Sm antibodies < 1.0 < 1.0 < 10 U/mL

Anti-SSA/Ro52・Ro60 antibodies
(anti-SSA/Ro antibodies)

203 442 < 10 U/mL

Anti-SSB/La antibodies < 1.0 37.2 < 10 U/mL

Anti-Scl-70 antibodies 10.7 < 1.0 < 10 U/mL

Rheumatoid factor (RF) 16 16 < 15 U/mL

Anti-cyclic citrullinated peptide antibodies
(anti-CCP antibodies)

< 0.6 < 0.6 < 4.5 U/mL

Myeloperoxidase-anti-neutrophil cytoplasmic
antibodies (MPO-ANCA)

< 1.0 < 1.0 < 3.5 U/mL

Serine proteinase3-anti-neutrophil cytoplasmic
antibodies (PR3-ANCA)

< 1.0 < 1.0 < 3.5 U/mL

Anti-amino acyl-tRNA synthetases antibodies
(anti-ARS antibodies)

< 5.0 < 5.0 < 25 (titer)

Anti- melanoma differentiation associated gene 5
antibodies (anti-MDA5 antibodies)

< 5.0 < 5.0 < 32 (titer)

Anti-Mi 2 antibodies < 5.0 < 5.0 < 53 (titer)
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antibodies may be a marker of pneumonia severity and poor
prognosis, just as a high level of anti-SSA/Ro52 antibodies is
a marker of poor prognosis in patients with collagen vascular
disease-associated ILD, including Sjögren’s syndrome, poly-
myositis, and dermatomyositis. However, SSA/Ro antibodies
are detected in 0.2 to 2.7% of healthy individuals (this is
especially true in individuals such as our older patients) [5,
9]; therefore, it cannot be ruled out that the presence of SSA/
Ro antibodies in the two patients may have been an incidental
event of no clinical significance. An important limitation of
this report is that we were unable to test for autoantibodies
before the onset of COVID-19 and at the time of admission.
Although it is unclear whether the elevation of anti-SSA/Ro
antibodies was a cause or a result of the COVID-19 pneumo-
nia aggravation, these findings suggest that there is a strong
association between an aggravation of COVID-19 pneumonia
and an autoimmune response. The RECOVERY Trial re-
vealed that the steroid drug, dexamethasone, reduces the risk
of death in patients with severe COVID-19 pneumonia [10].
This trial supports the hypothesis that an immunological
mechanism is involved in the aggravation of COVID-19.
Furthermore, the finding that anti-SSA/Ro antibodies are

specifically elevated may suggest a contribution from autoim-
munity factors of the immune system. In COVID-19 lung
injuries, there may be an autoimmunity presence among the
known effects of cytokine storms. Both patients recovered and
did not have any residual signs of collagen vascular disease;
however, we plan to continue to monitor them carefully for
signs of collagen vascular disease. Further research is required
to elucidate the contribution of autoimmunity factors in
COVID-19 and determine the relationship between COVID-
19 progression and high levels of anti-SSA/Ro antibodies.

Fig. 2 Imaging findings on Patient 2, a 65-year-old man with COVID-19
pneumonia. a A chest computed tomography scan performed on
admission to the first hospital shows bilateral multiple patchy cotton-
like ground-glass opacities adjacent to the pleura. b A chest computed
tomography scan performed on Day 12 shows that the initial lesions have
regressed, but new subpleural reticulations and consolidations
reminiscent of organizing pneumonia had appeared. c A chest
computed tomography scan performed on Day 17, prior to discharge,
shows that the subpleural reticulations and consolidations are less marked

Fig. 1 Imaging findings on Patient 1, a 78-year-old womanwith COVID-
19 pneumonia. a A chest computed tomography scan performed on
admission shows bilateral multiple patchy ground-glass opacities
adjacent to the pleura. b A chest computed tomography scan performed
on Day 21 shows that the ground-glass opacities seen on admission have
disappeared. New bilateral non-segmental patchy consolidations have
appeared, and there are subpleural curvilinear shadows at the lower
field of the right lung
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